1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION


(25) "AntiRealists, Ethical Relativists, and Other Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing," forthcoming.


(30) "Democratic Policy, Accident Probabilities, and Environmental Risks," *La Ricerca Sociale*, in press.


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION


(44) "Land Ethics and Property Rights," Advances in Human Ecology 3, in press.


(49) Review of N. Ashford and C. Miller, Chemical Exposures, Risk, in press.

(50) Review of Stewart Pickett, Jurek Kolasa, and Clive Jones, Ecological Understanding, in press.

1999 (incomplete)

(51) "Molecular Systematics, Ethics, and Biological Decisionmaking Under Uncertainty," coauthored with ecologist Earl D. McCoy, Conservation Biology, in press.

(52) "Ethics and the Challenge of Low-Dose Exposures," Business Ethics Quarterly, in press.


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1999 (incomplete) (continued)

(55) "Environmental Justice, Ethics, and Conflict Resolution," in Environmental Conflict Resolution, ed. Paolo Faggi, Padua, Italy, in press.


1998


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1998 (continued)

(71) "Ecological Sense and Environmental Nonsense," Reflections, Special Issue 3 (Summer 1998): 11-12.


1997

(73) "Hydrogeology and Framing Questions Having Policy Consequences," Philosophy of Science 64 (Supplement 1997): S149-S160.


(75) "Ecological Risk Assessment and Ecosystem Health: Fallacies and Solutions," Ecosystem Health (March 1997), 1-9.


(81) "Ecological Theory Is Problematic," in Environmental Biology, ed. Byron Lamont (Perth, Australia: Curtin University of Technology, 1997).

(82) "Risk-Benefit Analysis" in Safety Engineering, ed. Manuel Belino (Manila, Philippines: De La Salle University, 1997).


1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.

This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.

This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.

This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.

This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.

This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.

This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.

This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.

This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.

This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.

This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1996 (continued)


1995


(115) "Natural Landscapes, Natural Communities, and Natural Ecosystems," coauthored with E.D. McCoy, Forest and Conservation History 39, no. 3 (July 1995): 138-142.


(120) "Defining Natural Communities and Natural Ecosystems," coauthored with E.D. McCoy, Natural Areas Report 7, no. 3 (Fall 1995): 4-5.


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1995 (continued)


1994


(133) "Applied Ecology and the Logic of Case Studies," Philosophy of Science 61, no. 1 (June 1994):228-249.4


(139) "High-Level Waste, Low-Level Logic," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 50, no. 6 (November/December 1994): 40-45.6

---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1994 (continued)


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
1994 (continued)


1993


1992


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.

2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.

3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.

4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.

5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.

6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1992 (continued)


(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1991


1990


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1990 (continued)


(207) "Biological Holism and the Evolution of Ethics," Between the Species 6, No. 4, (Fall 1990): 185-192.

(208) "Biology and Ethics," Between the Species 6, No. 4 (Fall 1990): 195-196.


1989


(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1989 (continued)


1988


(227) "Ethics for the Earth," Sierra 73, No. 6 (November/December 1988): 118-123.


1987


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1987 (continued)


1986


(244) "Pollution as a Criminal Act," Environment 28, No. 5 (June 1986): 3 ff.


1985


1984

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.

2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.

3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.

4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.

5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.

6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1984 (continued)


1983


1982


REFERENCES, (continued)

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION\(^1\)

1982 (continued)

(267) "Land and Hazardous Waste Disposal: the Appalachian Dimensions of the Problem," in A. Fritsch and J. Davis (eds.), Land Ethics in Appalachia (Lexington, Kentucky: Appalachia Science in the Public Interest, 1982), pp. 57 ff.\(^5\)


1981


1980


1979


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
**REFEREED PUBLICATIONS, (continued)**

(2) SELECTED ARTICLES: ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

1978


1977


1976


(3) NON-REFEREED PUBLICATIONS

1975


1974


---

1 This list excludes several essays on teaching philosophy and a number of book reviews and review articles.
2 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant SES82-05112.
3 This work was done, in part, thanks to National Science Foundation Grant ISP-82-09517.
4 This work was done under National Science Foundation Grant Number BBS-8619533.
5 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number DE-FG08-85-NV10461.
6 This work was done under US Department of Energy Grant Number 685873, 9.3.7, 4C.
BOOK REVIEWS
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